Chapter 7

Polarisation Vision of Crustaceans
Justin Marshall and Thomas Cronin

Abstract The photoreceptor design of crustaceans, often containing regular arrays
of intrinsically polarisation-sensitive microvilli, has had a profound influence on
the visual biology of this subphylum. The land-based arthropods (insects and
arachnids) also construct photoreceptors from ordered microvilli; however while
in many species polarisation sensitivity results, a general overview of these groups
suggests a major difference. With notable exceptions discussed in this chapter,
many crustaceans seem to have “invested” in polarisation vision more than colour
vision. This may be the result of the relatively limited spectral environment found
in much of the aquatic world or due to the information content in polarisation being
as useful as colour. The terrestrial arthropods are generally trichromatic with
specialised visual areas for polarisation-specific tasks. Crustaceans are mostly dior monochromats and most of their visual field displays polarisation sensitivity.
This chapter examines the anatomical, neurophysiological and behavioural evidence for polarisation vision in a few of the many crustacean groups. Common
themes are emerging such as the possession of vertical and horizontal E-vector
sensitivity. This two-channel orthogonality is carried through the neural processing
of information and reflected in behavioural capability. A few groups such as the
stomatopods possess both complex colour and polarisation sensitivity, and particularly in this group, the evolutionary pressures responsible are centred on unique
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polarisation signalling structures used in social interaction. Other functions of
polarisation sensitivity in crustaceans include navigation, phototaxis and potentially increasing visual range through de-hazing in a turbid world.

7.1

Introduction

Crustaceans are numerous, with more than 67,000 known species exhibiting a great
variety of body plans from metre long lobsters and crabs to tiny, sub-millimetre
planktonic organisms. They inhabit all of the available aquatic niches from lakes,
rivers and coastlines to ocean depths beyond 7,000 m. A few, like the oniscid
isopods, woodlice or pill-bugs, for example, have truly ventured onto land, while
littoral species, such as mud-flat dwelling fiddler crabs or beach-bound ghost crabs,
are best thought of as conducting vision mostly in air rather than water. The
physical and optical challenges of living in and around water have driven the
evolution of a great variety of eye designs, as Mike Land (1984) notes: “Although
one usually thinks of the Crustacea as linked to the insects by the presence of an
exoskeleton and compound eyes, there is actually a much greater diversity of eye
types in the Crustacea than the insects or any other invertebrate group.”
Paired, lateral apposition or superposition compound eyes are found in most
crustacean groups, being stalked and mobile in the decapods, euphausids and
mysids, and sessile or essentially embedded in the heads of amphipods and isopods.
The copepods possess single element “simple eyes” with a variety of, in fact rather
complex, lens arrangements and others like the ostracod Gigantocypris have even
branched out into reflective optics (Land 1984; Land and Nilsson 2012). This
diversity is largely centred around modifications in optical design and it is perhaps
surprising to find that beneath the dioptrics the construction of crustacean photoreceptors and their optic neuropils is relatively conservative (Land 1984; Strausfeld
and Nässel 1981; Marshall et al. 1999a). Within each ommatidium, most possess a
central fused rhabdom constructed from eight cells, very often arranged with a
distal cell named “R8” in a tier above the remaining seven “R1–R7” cells (Fig. 7.1).
The smaller members of the subphylum, particularly the copepod and related
lineages, may diverge from this typical photoreceptor arrangement and, in truth,
there are many crustacean eyes that we know little about.
In common with many arthropods, crustacean rhabdoms are constructed from
microvilli and are therefore inherently sensitive to the direction of the electric
vector (E-vector henceforward) of linearly polarised light, which is maximally
absorbed if the E-vector is parallel to the long axis of the membrane tubules
(Fig. 7.1 and Chap. 4; Snyder 1973). With a few exceptions, the crustaceans
investigated so far are less interested in colour than their aquatic neighbours, the
fish. Many possess one or at most two visual pigments, and, paralleling the also
largely colour-blind cephalopods, crustaceans have developed polarisation vision
more than colour sense (Marshall and Messenger 1996; Marshall et al. 1999a, b).
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Fig. 7.1 Rhabdom construction in crustaceans. (a) Generalised apposition compound eye, ommatidium and diagrammatic three-dimensional transverse section through rhabdomere (in part after
Kirschfeld 1976; Stowe 1977 and courtesy of Mike Bok). R1–R7 cells numbered and orthogonal
microvilli made by opposite rhabdomeres and resultant E-vector sensitivities (double-headed
arrows) coloured yellow and blue. (b) Transmission electron micrograph detail of orthogonal
microvilli in longitudinal section from stomatopod. Scale 0.2 μm

The convergence of both cephalopods (Chap. 8) and crustaceans on polarisation
sensitivity (PS) is interesting in that both are highly successful aquatic invertebrate
groups that have found as much use from this form of light as colour. As humans are
essentially polarisation blind (however, see Chap. 14), we are only just beginning to
understand the advantages and information contained in this photic realm.
Like many of the invertebrates and vertebrates with PS, crustacean photoreceptors usually contain or combine two major orthogonal directions of E-vector
sensitivity (Rutherford and Horridge 1965). A theme that this book emphasises is
that, although three directions of PS are theoretically needed to fully disambiguate
E-vectors (Bernard and Wehner 1977; How and Marshall 2014), many animals
including the crustaceans stop short at two. While in some animals, such as fish or
spiders, this involves comparison of different photoreceptors or even eyes, the
crustaceans generally possess orthogonal microvilli within one rhabdom. Very
often our knowledge of PS in the crustaceans is based only on correlations from
structure to presumed function. Behavioural evidence of PS is certainly an area ripe
for study. What has been termed true polarisation vision (PV), where E-vector
and/or degree (%) of polarisation discriminations are made, has only been demonstrated in one of the many species available, a stomatopod (Marshall et al. 1999a, b).
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Fig. 7.2 Orientation of crustacean microvilli relative to outside world is maintained horizontal
and vertical. (a) Fiddler crab female Uca vomeris (Photograph, Martin How) and inset close-up of
fiddler crab eye (Photograph, Jochen Zeil). Note although body is tilted, eyes remain vertical to
local substrate. (b) Light micrograph transverse section through equatorial R1–R7 rhabdoms of
fiddler crab with insets showing enlarged single rhabdom (left) and diagrammatic representation of
single rhabdom (right) [after Alkaladi et al. (2013) and Marshall et al. (1991a)]. White arrows
denote E-vector sensitivity directions and microvillar directions

7.2

The Structural Basis of PS

A two-tiered construction, having a distal R8 cell placed over a proximal R1–R7
block, is found in the eyes of most of the malacostracan crustaceans, whether of
apposition or superposition type (Fig. 7.1). Cell nomenclature, as originally determined by Waterman and others (Eguchi and Waterman 1966; Waterman and Horch
1966; Waterman 1981; and summarised in Marshall et al. 1991a), is important for
consistency when describing PS. Presumably, in an effort to maximise microvillar
area in each of the two orthogonal directions, many crustacean rhabdoms have a
square cross-sectional profile (Figs. 7.1 and 7.2). Usually cells R1, R4 and R5
construct microvilli in one direction, while cells R2, R3, R6 and R7 construct
microvilli in the orthogonal direction. Comparison of the relative excitations of
these three versus four cells is what underlies PS at the opponent level. R8 cell
rhabdoms often contain disorganised or well-ordered but orthogonal microvilli.
Only those few known with unidirectional microvilli may show PS; the other two
arrangements are presumably adaptations for PS destruction (Fig. 7.3).
The main rhabdom of crustaceans differs from the insect design in that, instead
of rhabdomeres projecting a single cake-slice-shaped block of microvilli towards
the centre of the rhabdom and stopping when they meet, microvilli in crustaceans
form interdigitating layers (Fig. 7.1). The microvilli from rhabdomeres opposite
each other still stop at the rhabdom mid-line but intersperse with the microvilli from
adjacent cells. A few insects, with examples from butterflies, beetles and flies, also
adopt this design (Meyer-Rochow 1971; Kolb 1977), an adaptation to prevent selfscreening that would otherwise reduce PS as light travels down the rhabdom
(Snyder 1973; Snyder and Laughlin 1975). Found throughout most of the malacostracan lines, this optical innovation allows the construction of rhabdoms up to
several hundred microns long, enabling greater sensitivity while still retaining
high PS.
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Fig. 7.3 R8 rhabdoms in transverse section showing unidirectional microvilli perpendicular to
long axis of the ovid. (a) Stomatopod Pseudosquilla ciliata mid-band row 6. Scale 5 μm. (b)
Crayfish Procambarus (from Eguchi and Waterman unpublished, in Waterman 1977). Scale 3 μm.
The crayfish Astacus leptodactylus also shows similar R8 microvilli

The filtering effect of R8 cells may also influence the PS of the R1–R7 cells
below by selective screening. In fact, R8s generally possess relatively short, or in
some e.g. squilloid stomatopod species, almost vestigial rhabdoms that probably
have little influence on the absorption of light in the proximal photoreceptors
(Marshall et al. 1991a). In a few species, however, including other gonodactyloid
stomatopods (Marshall et al. 1991a) and some of the deep-sea decapods (Gaten
et al. 1992; Shelton et al. 1992; Frank and Widder 1994) the R8 cell may contribute
up to a third of the total rhabdom length. The precise geometry of R8 microvilli and
that of the proximal rhabdom is important here. Some crayfish (Procambarus and
Astacus, Waterman 1981; Krebs and Lietz 1982) R8 rhabdoms as well as the R8
rhabdoms from rows 5 and 6 of the stomatopod mid-band region exhibit unidirectional microvilli (Figs. 7.3 and 7.4). In the crayfish, the R8 microvillar orientation is
horizontal and is also aligned with the underlying microvilli of R1–R7 cells R1, R4
and R5. Arrayed thus, the screening effect of the R8 microvilli may enhance the PS
of the other cells (R2, R3, R6 and R7); however, this currently remains theoretical.
In stomatopods the R8 cells are arranged with microvilli at 45 to those of the
underlying R1–R7s, equalling out any filtering of photoreceptors located below. At
least in some species, the 45 angle is an important part of their circular polarisation
sensitivity, as explained below.
The spectral sensitivity of R8 and R1–R7 tiers differs, with R8 cells containing
violet or ultraviolet (UV) visual pigment (360–440 nm), while the main rhabdom is
generally blue/green sensitive around 480–540 nm (Marshall et al. 1999a). Differential spectral absorption will reduce any filtering effects, and the intriguing
possibility of separate PS channels, one in the UV/violet (R8) and one in the
blue/green (R1–R7), exists in a few crab and crayfish species and the stomatopods
(Waterman 1981; Eguchi et al. 1982; Krebs and Lietz 1982; Kleinlogel and
Marshall 2006, 2009). The optical properties of aquatic environments generally
produce the highest degree of polarisation in the blue/green (450–550 nm) range
and it is no surprise therefore to find most crustacean PS systems clustering around
500 nm (Cronin et al. 1994b, c; Marshall et al. 1999a, b). However, polarisation in
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Fig. 7.4 Orientation of microvilli relative to outside world in stomatopod eye with mid-band
oriented horizontal. (a) Right eye of O. scyllarus showing expanded portion of ventral periphery
with diagrammatic transverse sections through R8 (left) and R1–R7 (right) cell rhabdom levels.
(b) Semi-thin (2 μm) transverse section through mid-band and peripheral retina in Coronis
excavatrix at transition between R8 and R1–R7 cell level and diagrammatic representation of
rhabdoms (right) and microvillar directions/E-vector sensitivities (double-headed arrows) in
various eye regions. Grey shaded areas: R8 cell and microvillar orthogonality in rows 1–4 reduces
PS. Green shaded area: CPS cells in Odontodactylus species and LPS in, e.g., Gonodactylus
chiragra. Blue shaded areas: 500 nm blue/green LPS cells. Violet shaded area: UV-sensitive R8
cells. Inset: red bounded diagram is erroneous representation of three-directional rhabdomal unit
previously published (Marshall 1988). VP: ventral periphery, DP: dorsal periphery, DR1–R7:
distal R1–R7 cells, PR1–R7: proximal R1–R7 cells. Scale 100 μm. (c) Extensive rotational eye
movements of O. Scyllarus eye in diagrammatic form. Eyes are most often held close to 40
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water may be quite variable (Cronin and Shashar 2001), and depending on the task
it may be more adaptive to pick a wavelength range that does not transmit far
(Chap. 19). UV is rapidly scattered and absorbed in most coastal and reef waters,
making it a good choice for not broadcasting messages in these relatively turbid
habitats. Given that the cephalopods, some of the crustaceans’ most successful
predators, also possess 500 nm-centred PS, for those crustaceans signalling with
polarisation, this may be particularly important.
In fact, many terrestrial animals and fish preferentially chose UV as a
polarisation waveband (the reason of which was explained by Barta and Horváth
2004 for terrestrial animals using sky polarisation), and at least crayfish and
stomatopods may employ UV/violet-sensitive R8 cells for PS tasks. Below the
retina, the axonal termination of R8 cells bypasses the first neural relay station,
where R1–R7 cells terminate, to synapse deeper in the optic neuropils (Fig. 7.5, and
see the later Sect. 7.5), suggesting two spectrally distinct subsystems that may or
may not show PS (Strausfeld and Nässel 1981). The optimum position for PS in the
spectrum has resulted in some confusion in the literature and is also reviewed in
Chapter 10 of Horváth and Varjú (2004, pp. 53–73; see also Hegedüs et al. 2006).
Rather than drawing broad ecological conclusions it is more constructive to consider the behavioural needs of each animal separately.
Most crustacean R8 cells seem designed specifically not to impinge upon R1–R7
PS function. As well as being short or spectrally isolated, in other crustaceans and in
certain stomatopod eye regions, R8s may contain jumbled microvilli or orthogonal
interdigitated bands. This latter pattern is noted in a variety of crabs (e.g. Palinurus
and Grapsus: Waterman 1981; Petro listhes: Eguchi et al. 1982; Uca vomeris:
Alkaladi et al. 2013) and in the R8 cells of most of the stomatopod eye (Marshall
et al. 1991a; Fig. 7.4). Either arrangement would lead to cancellation or reduction of
PS within the single R8 and an overall neutral polarising filtering effect below. PS
destruction may be important for the R8 cell’s correct function, perhaps disambiguating colour from polarisation information. Several insects use a number of
strategies and a variety of microvillar arrangements to reduce PS for similar
reasons, while some butterflies (Kelber et al. 2001) and fish (Hawryshyn 1992,
2000) seem to deliberately mix the polarisation and colour message for specific
behavioural tasks (Chaps. 4, 9 and 13).
A number of different arrangements to the usual R8/R1–R7 square profile
rhabdom exist, both in species from the malacostracans and outside this group.
Many seem designed to reduce PS. For example, the proximal section of the
rhabdoms in the lobsters Panulirus longipes (Meyer-Rochow 1975) and Jasus
edwardsii (Meyer-Rochow and Tiang 1984) expands to form elaborate multifingered shapes in transverse sectional profile. The microvillar directions are
multiple and the neat orthogonal banding of the distal rhabdom breaks down.
While it is not certain how such length-wise changes to organisation influence
PS, if the rhabdomere is read from as a single unit, it will be reduced (MeyerRochow 1975). The porcellanid crab, Petrolisthes, also expands its proximal
rhabdom, but here retains neat microvillar orthogonal banding. On close examination, however, the cells contributing layers rearrange to reduce rather than enhance
PS (Eguchi et al. 1982).
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Fig. 7.5 Arborisations of monopolar cells and photoreceptor terminations in a crayfish showing
tracings of Golgi stains of likely luminance channel M2 arborising over both lamina layers, epl1
and epl2, and E-vector-specific channels M3 and M4 arborising in distal and proximal layers,
respectively. Diagrams to right of each monopolar cell show photoreceptor connectivity to
centrally placed monopolar endings. Cells R2, R3, R6 and R7 synapse in distal layer and R1,
R4 and R5 in proximal layer, while in stomatopods b and other crustaceans investigated, photoreceptor terminations (left) terminate with cells R1, R4 and R5 in distal and cells R2, R3, R6 and
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Copepods, amphipods and isopods may possess four or generally five rather than
eight retinular cells forming relatively short rhabdoms, some of which appear to
contain orthogonal microvilli, while others construct pentamerous structures more
like the insects (Waterman 1981; Meyer-Rochow 1982). The status of PS in these
smaller groups is generally obscure, even from anatomical inference only (MeyerRochow 1982). Hyperiid amphipods have been examined in some detail (Land
1981) and construct rhabdoms from five cells that, although showing alternate
banding of microvilli, may twist or combine directions to eliminate PS (Ball
1977; Meyer-Rochow 1978).
The water flea Daphnia has a single medial compound eye consisting of only
22 ommatidia, formed by the fusion of lateral eyes. Short, rectangular rhabdoms are
constructed from eight cells that produce orthogonal microvilli, but these are
arranged along the cell edge (three cells) or with interdigitations (four cells) that
traverse the entire rhabdom. The eighth cell contributes to the rhabdom more
proximally (Macagno et al. 1973). Although different from the typical malacostracan design, the overall result is still two sets of cells with orthogonal E-vector
sensitivity (Waterman and Horch 1966; Waterman 1981). The relatively small
numbers of ommatidia align their rectangular profiles together and coincident
with the transverse and sagittal planes of the animal. They mediate polarotactic
and possibly other behaviours (Fig. 7.6) as well as four-channel colour vision
(Waterman 1981; Smith and Macagno 1990).
How Daphnia segregates colour and polarisation information is still an emerging
story, as both drive a variety of behaviourally overlapping phototaxes (Smith and
Macagno 1990; Novales-Flamarique and Browman 2000). The stomatopods, on the
other hand, provide a clear example of a system that goes to some length not to mix
the visual modalities. The stomatopod eye is divided into three areas, dorsal and
ventral hemispheres, or peripheral eye regions, and the mid-band. Mid-band ommatidia are often larger or differently shaped to those of the periphery, betraying a
different function, and it is in the six rows of the mid-band that most of the
stomatopods’ 16 photoreceptor types are found (Marshall 1988; Cronin and Marshall 1989; Marshall et al. 1991a, b; Marshall and Land 1993). Functionally there
are in fact more than 20 information channels, 12 for colour from 300 to 710 nm
(mid-band rows 1–4), 6–10 for linear polarisation (dorsal and ventral peripheral
regions, R2, R3, R6 and R7 cells in mid-band row 2, in mid-band rows 5 and 6 the
R8 cells and R1–R7 cells in some species), 2 for circular polarisation (in mid-band
rows 5 and 6 the R1–R7 cells in some species) and a luminance channel, presumably also the function of the peripheral ommatidia (Fig. 7.4).


⁄
Fig. 7.5 (continued) R7 in proximal lamina layers. Stomatopod R8 cell long visual fibre (LVF)
tracings (right) illustrate en passant arborisations in lamina from different retinal regions on the
way to terminate in medulla externa [modified from Nässel and Waterman (1977) and Kleinlogel
and Marshall (2005)]
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Fig. 7.6 Polarotaxis in small crustaceans swimming under a linearly polarised light field. (a) The
perpendicular swimming orientation (25 observations) of the mysid shrimp Mysidium to overhead
beam of polarised light as indicated by underlying double-headed arrow [after Bainbridge and
Waterman (1957)]. (b) The perpendicular orientation of Daphnia magna (top) and D. pulex
(bottom) to downwelling polarised light, central double-headed arrow, as well as sidewelling
white light [after Novales-Flamarique and Browman (2000)]

Aside from R8 cells in rows 5 and 6, all other stomatopod eye region R8s contain
orthogonal microvilli to cancel or remove PS; important are R8 cells in mid-band
rows 1–4 as these cells contain four different UV sensitivities from 300 to 400 nm
(Cronin et al. 1994a; Marshall and Oberwinkler 1999). This forms part of the
12-channel continuous spectral sampling system that stomatopods have evolved,
replacing colour vision through analogue comparison (Marshall et al. 1991b, 2007;
Neumeyer 1991; Thoen et al. 2014). In the peripheral eye regions, the R8s are also
UV sensitive and polarisation insensitive; however, their function is not known. As
well as possessing orthogonal microvilli within one cell, the square cross-sectional
profile these cells present is arranged at 45 to the square of the R1–R7 cells
(Fig. 7.4). This would minimise any residual filtering influence that the two
selective E-vector absorptions of the R8 microvilli might have on the R1–R7s
below.
R1–R7 cells in rows 1–4 in stomatopods have become secondarily tiered and
show further PS removal adaptations. The “normal crustacean” interdigitations
have un-interdigitated and each ommatidium exhibits three over four cells (R1,
R4, R5 over R2, R3, R6, R7) in rows 1, 3 and 4 and four over three cells (R2, R3, R5,
R6 over R1, R4, R5) in row 2 (Marshall et al. 1991a). Each of these secondary
tierings carries a different visual pigment for the 400–700 nm part of the colour
vision system (Cronin and Marshall 1989; Marshall et al. 2007). Oddly enough, in
longitudinal section each tier still reveals orthogonal microvillar arrangements;
however, these function to destroy PS in order to keep the colour information
clean (Marshall et al. 1991a; Kleinlogel and Marshall 2006). Two mechanisms
operate here: Some cells, particularly R1, clearly produce bidirectional microvilli,
as R8 cells do, cancelling PS within one cell. The second mechanism relies on the
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synaptic termination and information combination of the cells in the cartridges of
the lamina ganglionaris. Each chromatic channel combines input and therefore
orthogonal E-vector sensitivities, by synapsing on common monopolar cells in
different layers (Fig. 7.5) which therefore carry colour-only information (Kleinlogel
et al. 2003; Kleinlogel and Marshall 2005; Marshall et al. 2007). Theoretically, any
of the crustaceans so far described could also do this for specific eye regions beneath
the retina; however, such interneuronal detail is rarely investigated.
Finally, in this section on the reduction of PS, it is worth noting that the crosssectional profile of the stomatopod rhabdoms in rows 1–4 is round rather than
square, also suggesting that PS is less critical in these rows. The regularity of
microvillar layering also degrades in all areas of these rows (aside from the distal
tier of R1–R7s in row 2), again suggesting that extracting an evenly balanced PS
signal is not important here. This relationship between microvillar layering proportions and PS has now also been investigated in fiddler crabs as detailed below
(Alkaladi et al. 2013).
Considering now stomatopod retinal regions that appear specifically designed to
enhance PS, the following list and Fig. 7.4 summarise our knowledge so far:
(a) R1–R7 cells of the peripheral areas in all species conduct linear polarisation
sensitivity (LPS) close to 500 nm with four directions of E-vector sensitivity,
orthogonal within dorsal (45 ) or ventral (0 and 90 ) periphery. These angles
may differ with eye position and species, but there are always four overall
(Marshall et al. 1991a).
(b) R8 cells in rows 5 and 6 in all species are adapted for UV LPS. Their rhabdoms
are oval in transverse section with unidirectional microvilli orthogonal to the
long axis of the oval and arranged orthogonally between rows (Fig. 7.4).
Currently, we assume comparison of sensitivities between rows to achieve
UV LPS (Kleinlogel and Marshall 2009).
(c) R1–R7 cells in rows 5 and 6 achieve circular polarisation sensitivity (CPS) in
some Odontodactylus species. The mechanism for this, which also involves the
R8 cells of these rows, is described below (Chiou et al. 2008; Roberts
et al. 2009). In other species like Gonodactylus chiragra, LPS is found in
these cells (Kleinlogel and Marshall 2006). Very recent evidence also demonstrates a class of PS between CPS and LPS, exhibiting elliptical sensitivity, is
found in some species (Chiou and Marshall unpublished).
(d) Row 2 of the mid-band is certainly involved in colour vision, bearing coloured
intrarhabdomal filters (Marshall 1988; Cronin et al. 1994b) and sensitivity in
the yellow to orange (500–650 nm) range. Electrophysiological recordings
from this row forced a re-examination of its capabilities as high PS-values
around 6 or 7 were returned from the distal R1–R7 cells (Kleinlogel and
Marshall 2006; Marshall et al. 2007, and see Sect. 7.5 for details). Row 2 is
upside down compared to other rhabdoms in rows 1–4, with cells R2, R3, R6
and R7 distal to R1, R4 and R5 and it may be that this anatomical
re-organisation is associated with high PS. In fact, these evenly matched cells
do retain the “normal” crustacean orthogonal arrangement (with cells R2 and
R6 opposing R3 and R7) and a regular layering of microvilli associated with PS
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in other eye regions and other crustacean species. It is possible that, like certain
butterflies (Kelber et al. 2001; but see Horváth et al. 2002b; Hegedüs and
Horváth 2004a, b), stomatopods have recognised a specific advantage in mixing
colour and polarisation information; however, more evidence is required here
before further speculation.
Both PS enhancement and reduction mechanisms described are found so far in
the lysiosquilloid and gonodactyloid superfamilies only. The eyes of squilloid and
other minor superfamilies have a reduced mid-band with only two rows of ommatidia, or in the deeper living species, no mid-band at all. In squilloids, at least this is
a derived state (Ahyong and Harling 2000; Porter et al. 2010) and in the squilloid
species examined, the whole eye shows similar rhabdoms possessing rudimentary
R8s and orthogonal R1–R7 cells with opposing sets at 0 and 90 . Very little is
known about the PS capability of squilloids (but see Yamaguchi et al. 1976);
however, interestingly, some species show distinct polarisation reflections that
may be visible to conspecifics (Cronin et al. 2009; Chap. 19).
Gonodactyloid stomatopods from the genus Odontodactylus are the first animals
known with sensitivity to circularly polarised light (Chiou et al. 2008). This is a
remarkable optical feat that relies upon a secondary characteristic of the R8 cells in
rows 5 and 6, separate from their UV LPS capability. The CPS system is tuned to
around 500 nm, by the spectral sensitivity of the R1–R7 cells in these rows. The
extreme regularity and unidirectionality of microvilli in these R8s, possibly along
with other anatomical features such as cell length, aspect ratio and refractive index,
make these cells 1/4 wave retarders (Chiou et al. 2008; Roberts et al. 2009;
Fig. 7.7). This is critical for CPS as, so far, no cell is known that is intrinsically
able to detect or discriminate circular polarisation of either handedness. The full
story contains structural, optical, electrophysiological, behavioural and signal production elements, described in each section below. Here the structure and optics are
described, and for a better understanding of the physics of elliptical polarisation, the
reader is recommended to Hecht (2001).
Before further description of CPS, a second correction relative to past literature
must be made, to add to our row 2 mistake. A notable feature of the R8 cells in rows
5 and 6 is their oval or ellipsoidal profile in transverse section (Marshall 1988;
Figs. 7.3 and 7.4). The long axis of the oval is oriented at 45 to the underlying R1–
R7 cell profile and their orthogonal microvilli. This led to the idea of a single
rhabdom in both rows 5 and 6 possessing three directions of E-vector sensitivity and
perhaps removing the null points inherent in a two-directional system (Bernard and
Wehner 1977; Marshall 1988; How and Marshall 2014; and inset in Fig. 7.4). As we
have already noted here, due to spectral sensitivity difference, neural termination
differences between R8 and R1–R7 cells and now this CPS function, we no longer
view this as likely.
The 45 relationship of R8 to R1–R7 in these rows is in fact critical to their CPS,
as this is precisely the geometrical requirement of the 1/4 wave retarder, if it is to
convert circularly polarised light (CPL) to linearly polarised light (LPL) at the
angles optimally absorbed by the R1–R7 microvilli below (Fig. 7.7). All 1/4 wave
retarders have a fast and a slow axis and as CPL passes through the structure, it
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Fig. 7.7 Aspects of circular polarisation vision in stomatopods. (a) Diagram of longitudinal
section through stomatopod ommatidia including mid-band rows 1–6 and representative ommatidia from dorsal and ventral hemispheres (DH, VH) or peripheral regions. (b) Rows 5 and 6 that
construct CPS in semi-thin section at transition between oval profile R8 cells and diamond profile
R1–R7 cells. Scale 10 μm. (c) Diagrammatic representation of row 6 rhabdom. As circular
polarised light passes through R8 cells, it is converted through 1/4 wave retardation to linearly
polarised light in one of two directions, depending on CPL handedness. The R1–R7 cells of these
rows are in the correct orientation to absorb this ongoing light, being set at 45 to the R8 cell’s fast
axis [after Chiou et al. (2011)]. (d) Transmission electron micrograph of R8 cell in row 6 in
transverse (left) and longitudinal section (right) showing unidirectional microvilli. This cell has
dual function as 1/4 wave retarder and UV linear PS as shown by violet double-headed arrow
(Fig. 7.11). Scale 1 μm at left, 0.2 μm at right. (e) Transmission electron micrograph of R1–R7
cells in row 6 in transverse (left) and longitudinal section (right) showing orthogonal microvilli
that are sensitive to CPL in Odontodactylus species and LPL in Gonodactylus chiragra. Scale
2 μm at left, 0.2 μm at right

emerges at 45 to this with left-handed orthogonal to right-handed, due to the
relative delays in each vector component of the light (Hecht 2001). The R1–R7
cells in rows 5 and 6 therefore only “see” CPL as it has been converted to the LPL
form that their microvilli can absorb, and their microvilli are positioned at just the
right angle to do this (Chiou et al. 2008; Roberts et al. 2009; Fig. 7.7).
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It is worth asking why two rows are needed for CPS and what their specific
geometry relative to one another achieves? When the anatomy of the system was
first described (Marshall 1988; Marshall et al. 1991a), it was recognised that the
rhabdoms in row 5 were rotated along their entire length through 90 relative to row
6, as seen most clearly through the orientation of the R8 oval shapes (Figs. 7.4 and
7.7). As just described, a single row could theoretically distinguish left- and righthanded CPL through opponent comparison of its R1, R4, R5 and R2, R3, R6, R7
cell sets. By rotating row 5 90 to row 6, the UV LPS function of the R8s is enabled,
allowing the R8s to provide another channel of LPS input in a spectral region that
many aquatic creatures operate within. By maintaining rotation of the whole
rhabdom, and not just the R8 cells, the handedness of the CPS also remains similar
between R1–R7 cells with R1, R4 and R5 sensitive to left-handed CPL and R2, R3,
R6 and R7 sensitive to right-handed CPL in both rows (Chiou et al. 2008).
A feature of crustacean microvillar construction and PS that is often overlooked
is their remarkable plasticity and seeming response to light. For example, during a
24 h day/night cycle, rhabdom size in several crab species increases by up to
20 times at night, chiefly the result of microvilli increasing and decreasing in
length. In fact, the original works on PS in crustaceans noted this turnover (Eguchi
and Waterman 1968; Nässel and Waterman 1979) and Stowe (1980, 1981, 1983)
examined the phenomenon in some detail. While this is generally thought to allow
the capture of more photons at night, it will likely have some effect on PS, although
this has yet to be quantified (Stowe 1980). The Norwegian lobster Nephrops and
other deep-living crustaceans show considerable rhabdomal damage to bright light
with severe disruption of microvilli (Loew 1976). It has also been noted in the
stomatopods that there seems to be an inverse relationship between the amount of
light reaching a photoreceptor subcategory and microvillar size and neatness
(Marshall et al. 1991a, b). Particularly deep-dwelling gonodactyloid stomatopods
are in fact known to discard the tiers in mid-band row 3 or even the whole row,
apparently as the long wavelength light that these photoreceptors are sensitive to is
not present at such depths (Cronin et al. 1994a). With PS in mind, it would be
interesting to determine to what extent the banding pattern and structure of rhabdoms is a fixed process and to what extent it is determined by polarised light level
(Meyer-Rochow 1982; Marshall et al. 1991a; Alkaladi et al. 2013).

7.3

Polarised Light Sources for Crustaceans

Having detailed the anatomy of individual rhabdoms in crustacean eyes, the next
important step is to place these photoreceptors within the overall geometry of the
eye and animal as a whole and determine how this array samples the polarised light
available in the world. Before this, however, it is worth briefly reviewing the sort of
polarised light, both LPL and CPL, that might be available to crustaceans. Chapters
15, 18 and 19 describe this in more detail; however, here we take a specifically
crustacean eye view.
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Two broad categories of polarised light exist: large-field or extended sources,
and smaller discrete sources such as might come from reflections off individual
objects. These drive different types of behaviour, for example, polarisation navigation and polarotaxis derived from the former category, and intraspecific or sexual
signalling from the latter. Large-field sources, by definition, most likely fall on
several ommatidia at once and require an integrated signal from this array, while
small polarising signals may stimulate only a few ommatidia at a time. The
following list of examples describes the light source and possible crustacean
behaviours associated with it. Some of these are expanded upon in Sect. 7.6.

7.3.1

Large-Field Sources

7.3.1.1

The Celestial Polarisation Pattern

This reliable pattern relative to the sun and caused by particle scatter has been well
described by Wehner (1983) and others (Horváth and Wehner 1999; Pomozi
et al. 2001; Gál et al. 2001a, b; Horváth et al. 2002a, b; Suhai and Horváth 2004;
Hegedüs et al. 2007a, b, c, d; Sipőcz et al. 2008) and may be utilised by insects and
other animals for orientation or navigation (Chaps. 2–4, 9–12, 18 and 25). An
upward directed dorsal rim area (DRA) of specialised ommatidia is often associated
with such behaviour (Wehner 1983; Wehner and Labhart 2006). Crustaceans that
inhabit terrestrial or mainly terrestrial environments may also utilise this
polarisation cue, and some evidence suggests that fiddler crabs could utilise a
DRA-like area in the eye for this purpose (Zeil and Layne 2002).
7.3.1.2

The Celestial Polarisation Pattern Compressed into Snell’s
Window

As studied in detail by Horváth and Varjú (1995, 2004) and Sabbah et al. (2006), the
180 celestial panorama is visible under calm water through a 97 refracted cone
defined by Snell’s window. Crustaceans looking into the window, particularly those
in close association with the water surface, may therefore still utilise the sun
compass. Surface ripples or waves rapidly confuse or pollute the pattern; however,
there are many, particularly still freshwater habitats, where it remains a strong
feature for animals with PS. The polarisation of the sky overhead at dawn and dusk
also provides a highly polarised backdrop against which certain objects may be
more visible.
7.3.1.3

Water Surface Reflections and Wet Surfaces

Reflection, in fact a special form of scatter itself, is the other main source of
polarised light in the environment (Schwind and Horváth 1993; Horváth 1995;
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Horváth and Varjú 1997, 2004; Gál et al. 2001c; Wehner 2001; Bernáth et al. 2004).
While many insects associate with and even live on this surface (Chaps. 5, 16 and
20–23), the more heavy-bodied crustaceans tend to sink through it; however, for
littoral species it is a source of polarisation that may help with navigation or “flight”
towards or away from water. Mud flats and other wet shorelines provide a similar
large-field reflective surface and Zeil and Hemmi (2006) suggest the importance of
this in the ecology of fiddler crabs from the Uca genus, among others.
7.3.1.4

Water Surface Reflections Under Water

For aquatic animals looking up at the water surface, internal reflection may also
provide a strong linear polarising signal. Any animal living in sight of the surface
and looking up will see two polarised sources, the transmission of the celestial
pattern within Snell’s window, as just described, and then beyond the critical angle
of around 48.5 from vertical, total internal reflection delivers a partially polarised
view of the aquatic field beneath the critical angle. This reflection of upwelling and
sidewelling light is usually substantially dimmer than the light through Snell’s
window and in still conditions a sharp boundary exists. Although one aquatic insect
(Notonecta glauca: Schwind 1983) and some fish (Munk 1970) construct
specialised eye regions that utilise the polarisation and other features of this zone,
it is not known if any crustaceans also make use of it. Almost all crustaceans
undergo a larval developmental stage for dispersal. During this larval period, or
even as adults in some species, the animals inhabit the nektonic zone just beneath
the water surface, which is rich in linear polarisation information. This habitat and
the PS of crustaceans that live there deserve more attention.
Waterman (1954) and Ivanoff and Waterman (1958a, b) demonstrated the
presence of elliptically polarised light (EPL) derived from internal reflection of
partially LPL (derived from volume scatter in water) beyond the critical angle. We
recently demonstrated that some stomatopod crustaceans can discriminate CPL;
however, it is not known if they make use of this broad EPL field as well as the
discrete CPL reflections from other stomatopods (Fig. 7.8).

7.3.1.5

Polarised Background Space Light Underwater

The dominant large-field polarisation source for most aquatic animals comes from
the scatter of light entering water (Waterman 1954; Ivanoff and Waterman 1958a,
b; Hawryshyn 1992; Cronin and Shashar 2001; and see Chap. 15). Any animal
looking horizontally into the water around it sees what is termed background space
light, the combination of absorption and scatter (Jerlov 1976). In clear waters, the
degree of polarisation of this source may reach over 50 % but rapidly degrades with
increased turbidity and is usually closer to 30 % in relatively clear reef waters
(Cronin and Shashar 2001). With the sun overhead, or close to overhead
(a condition through much of the day due to refraction), this scattered light is
oriented horizontally, or largely so, relative to the observer (Chap. 15). Close to
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Fig. 7.8 Behavioural tests showing E-vector and CPL handedness discrimination in stomatopod
Odontodactylus scyllarus. (a) Experimental paradigm to demonstrate linear E-vector discrimination in O. scyllarus from cube-shaped food containers with polarising filters glued to one side, top:
no camera filter, mid: vertical polarising filter to show different feeding cubes and bottom with
E-vector lines drawn on photograph. Stomatopods can learn to choose vertically polarised from
horizontally polarised food containers. Left: stomatopod reaching inside a smashed open feeding
container (after Marshall et al 1999). (b) Details of CPL paradigm. Top: construction of feeding
containers with polarising filter and 1/4 wave plate glued to end. Other end is sealed with coverslip
after food is placed inside and animal must choose and break open tube with handedness of CPL
trained to. Middle: Feeding containers photographed through left- and right-handed CP filters and
no filter (as we see them). Bottom: Graph of choices (correct black and incorrect grey out of an
array of three feeding tubes where one was correct choice) of 7 animals trained to left- or righthanded CP feeding containers. Stars indicate statistical significance [after Chiou et al. (2008)]
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Fig. 7.9 Animals living in close association with horizontal reflective surfaces, such as fiddler
crabs Uca sp., may experience and utilise a strong horizontally polarised large field. (a) Waving
coloured and possibly polarised claw. (b) In the ventral part of the eye of Uca signata, more
vertical than horizontal microvilli are found per band and may reduce glare from horizontal mud
flat habitat [after Alkaladi et al. (2013)]

dawn and dusk, the angle does tilt, but for most of the day, polarised light from this
source is mostly horizontal. As such it provides a predictable and largely constant
LPL backdrop.
Behavioural observations do exist suggesting the use of horizontally polarised
space light to determine polarotaxis as detailed below (Siebeck 1968; NovalesFlamarique and Browman 2000). Other uses of this large polarised curtain, including contrast enhancement, have been suggested (Lythgoe and Hemmings 1967;
Johnsen et al. 2011). This is discussed relative to crustaceans PS after we consider
the small sources of polarised light they may be exposed to.

7.3.2

Small-Field Signals

7.3.2.1

Reflections from Wet or Other Reflective Surfaces

A wet crab or one with a naturally specular carapace will present a small area of
polarisation with the E-vector direction dependent on the orientation of the surface
or body area. Terrestrial or littoral crustaceans may use PS to detect or discriminate
such small sources of LPL and it has been suggested that fiddler crabs use
polarisation, as well as colour and motion, as part of their agonistic or mating
behaviours (Zeil and Hofmann 2001). The mostly horizontal carapace of these and
other crabs may also be important in polarisation camouflage on an also horizontal
polarising large-field wet mud flat, disguising them from potential aerial predators,
for example (Hemmi et al. 2006). A fiddler crab erecting a vertical display claw
(Fig. 7.9) would present a vertically polarised specular surface from certain directions of view against the largely horizontally polarised background, perhaps providing extra contrast to the PS systems of conspecifics (Fig. 7.9).
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Fig. 7.10 Polarisation signals from stomatopod cuticle. (a) The antennal scales of Odontodactylus
latirostris photographed through horizontal and vertical polarising filter as denoted by doubleheaded arrows. Polarisation activity is astaxanthin based. (b) The thoracic and abdominal carapace
of the stomatopod Odontodactylus cultrifer is also strongly linearly polarised (arrows as a). Note the
lack of change in the telson carina (white box). (c) In male O. cultrifer the central carina of the telson,
inset in (b) and enlarged below, is circularly polarised. L and R circular polarised filters reveal
activity not apparent with linear polarising filters (b). Photographs courtesy of Roy Caldwell

7.3.2.2

Intrinsic Polarisation Signals

It is becoming increasingly apparent that a number of animals are able to construct
polarisation signals in their skin or cuticle derived from the scattering, dichroic or
interference properties of the materials used. Among the Crustacea, it has been
known for some time that the cuticular articulations of some lobsters reflect CPL,
but these areas are usually hidden from view (Neville and Luke 1971). Also
dinoflagellates induce CPL as light passes through their bodies via unknown
mechanisms (Shashar et al. 1995), but again, the possible relevance of these signals
is unknown. Likely polarising signals are constructed in the stomatopod crustaceans, reflecting both CPL and LPL, and importantly, these are located on body
areas, such as uropods, antennal scales and maxillipeds, used specifically in display
(Caldwell and Dingle 1976). This supports the notion that their polarisation content
is used somehow in a way akin to colour communication in other animals (Cronin
et al. 2003a, b). Stomatopod polarisation signalling mechanisms are examined in
some detail in Chap. 19 and are therefore only described briefly here.
Three varieties of polarising signals are made by stomatopods, categorised
according to the physics of the production mechanism. Firstly, pink or red
colouring, such as that in Odontodactylus species (Fig. 7.10), is indicative of
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polarisation produced by the dichroic molecule astaxanthin. Astaxanthin is a
ketocarotenoid found in many crustacean tissues and is strongly dichroic, a bit
like the chromophore in visual pigments. The specific length of the molecule makes
it to sit in membranes perpendicular to the surface, and the antennal scales of
O. scyllarus, for example, contain many membrane layers with highly oriented
astaxanthin embedded within. This gives the overall structure a strong (80 %),
directional polarising signal (Chiou et al. 2012).
The second type of polarising signal from stomatopods emerges from the unique
circular polarising areas, such as the keel of the uropod in O. cultrifer (Fig. 7.10).
Although the details of this process are still being worked out, it most likely starts
with an astaxanthin-rich layer, like the one just described, that on its own would
reflect linearly polarised light. A second translucent layer is found on top of this that
acts as a 1/4 wave retarder. The linearly polarised light that passes through this zone
is converted to circular, in fact the reverse of the way the light is detected by the
photoreceptors (Cronin et al. 2003b; Fig. 7.7).
The third type of polarising tissue from stomatopods is quite different and is
found on the maxillipeds of Haptosquilla trispinosa and other related species.
Again, these areas are shown in social interaction and are known in this case to
be critical in mate choice (Chiou et al. 2011). In courtship displays, females prefer
males with normal and not depolarised maxillipeds. The blue colour and linear
polarisation reflected from these structures are produced from layers that contain
elongated vesicles, neatly arranged in rows. A resonant photonic scattering process
is thought to produce polarised light in this case, determined by the size and
orientation of the vesicles (Chap. 19).
Small-field polarising signals may be of particular use in aquatic habitats for two
reasons. With increasing depth and over horizontal distance in water, colour is
filtered out and becomes an unreliable signal (Lythgoe 1979). Polarisation is also
degraded rapidly over distance by scatter, so that even in clear, oceanic waters just
two metres of water is enough to reduce the degree of polarisation of an object by
close to 50 % (Cronin and Shashar 2001). As a result, like colour, polarisation
communication probably works best over short distances. Polarisation is different
from colour, however, as it retains the same information, in terms of angle or
degree, at depth as it does near the surface. This does not solve the problem of signal
degradation with distance from the observer, but it does mean that over depth,
polarisation signals may be more reliable than colours. In this context, it is
interesting that Odontodactylus stomatopod species living at moderate depth
seem to swap colour for polarisation signals, both linear and circular.
The second special characteristic of polarisation signals underwater is that they
may be notably conspicuous relative to background, again making for an efficient
communication channel. Due to the refractive index similarity of water and many of
the water-containing objects in water, such as animals, algae, plants and substrate,
there is very little specular reflective polarisation in underwater environments
compared to land. In fact, this source of reflective “polarised light pollution”
has been noted a number of times on land (Horváth et al. 2009, 2010; Chap. 20),
and may drive some of the adaptations to reduce PS in terrestrial arthropods
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(Wehner 1983). Clearly defining contrast mechanisms from polarised light underwater is worthwhile and four circumstances that crustaceans might experience seem
likely:
1. The low-polarisation substrate underwater will provide strong contrast for a
polarising object and conversely camouflage for a non-polarising object. Specially constructed polarisation signals, such as those from stomatopods, or
indeed cephalopods (Chap. 19), will therefore be particularly contrasting against
the substrate.
2. The relatively high (20–50 %) and consistently mostly horizontally polarised
background space light (Chap. 15) will contrast against unpolarised objects or
against vertically polarised objects. Polarisation camouflage against such a
backdrop requires the object to intrinsically polarise horizontally, or transmit
or reflect the local polarisation light field. This, and the breaking of such
camouflage, is more rare in nature than previously thought (Chap. 19; Johnsen
et al. 2011; Jordan et al. 2012).
3. Crustaceans looking up through Snel’s window can use the refracted celestial
E-vector pattern to contrast objects against. Particularly at dawn and dusk, when
there may be a strong (80 %) band of polarisation overhead as the sun reaches the
horizon, the same set of circumstances as just described for horizontal
polarisation field applies. The difference is that to align photoreceptor analysers
to this light field requires the animal to be able to rotate eye or body while
looking up.
4. The removal of polarised haze underwater is another contrast-increasing mechanism crustaceans may utilise. This is distinct from the previous three in that it
does not rely on target and background differences in one plane, but rather
removes a source of image degradation between the observer and the subject. In
brief, this idea recognises that the veil that frequently obscures objects underwater and that results from forward scattered light is partially linearly polarised.
Lythgoe and Hemmings (1967) suggested that some clarity could be regained
using a single tunable polarising mechanism to remove some of this light. More
recently, Schechner and Karpel (2005) have taken this a step further, suggesting
that a pair of orthogonally arranged analysers might largely strip away the veil,
increasing object detection distance underwater dramatically (Chap. 15).
All four of the above contrast-increasing mechanisms remain theoretical for
crustaceans and indeed any animal; however, a very strong correlative argument
exists in that a two-channel orthogonal system is the most practical to achieve the
required result in each case. This is precisely the pattern found in most crustaceans,
cephalopods (Talbot and Marshall 2011) and indeed in the eyes of many other
animals with PS. Where an object reflecting polarisation requires analysis, it may be
that considerable analyser rotation is required to align the eye’s two sampling
directions relative to an arbitrarily placed polarising object. Interestingly, stomatopods, which as we have seen may be specifically interested in each other’s
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polarising patterns, exhibit eye rotations of more than 90 in some species (Land
et al. 1990; Fig. 7.4). It is tempting to speculate that this degree of freedom is related
to their formidable LPS ability and the need to extracting polarising information
from specific body areas.
So far we have considered the relative E-vector sensitivities of individual
receptors to the polarisation stimuli outside the animal. Bearing in mind both the
large and small field of the various polarising light stimuli that crustaceans may
visualise, we now go on to examine whole photoreceptor arrays.

7.4

Mapping the Internal Eye on the External World

Talbot Waterman (1981) introduced the idea of a “collaborative pattern” of photoreceptors to underline the need to understand not just the E-vector sensitivities of
individual receptors, but how the whole array samples the world. This is not a trivial
task and is often bypassed. In principle, rotation along the long axis of adjacent
rhabdoms could be used to alter or cancel PS; however, so far this is not observed in
crustaceans. Instead, where examined, for instance in terrestrial crabs (Zeil and
Hemmi 2006; Alkaladi et al. 2013), Daphnia (Waterman 1981) and crayfish (Glantz
2007), at least the equatorial sections of the eye possess rhabdoms that all contain
vertical and horizontal microvilli relative to their principal body axis. Similar
patterns exist in cephalopods (Talbot and Marshall 2010, 2011), fish (Hawryshyn
2000; Novales-Flamarique 2011) and several insect species (Labhart et al. 2001;
Wehner 2001), which also suggests a general principle and likely matched filter to
the horizontal aspects of the outside world (Wehner 1987).
Away from the equatorial portion of the eye, ommatidia wrap around to sample
different directions, and the distribution of ommatidial axes and E-vector sensitivity
may vary between species, potentially associated with lifestyle (Land 1984; Zeil
et al. 1986; Marshall et al. 1991a; Glantz 2007). Crayfish, for example, allow
E-vector sensitivity directions to depart from horizontal and vertical in dorsal eye
regions, while fiddler crabs do not (Glantz 2007; Alkaladi et al. 2013). A recent
careful anatomical analysis of PS and eye region in the fiddler crabs (Uca vomeris
and U. signata) confirmed the generally horizontal and vertical E-vector arrangement over the whole eye (Fig. 7.2), but also revealed unusual microvillar banding
patterns (Alkaladi et al. 2013). In all eye regions, along the length of R1–R7, the
banding thickness increased from distal to proximal rhabdomal zones. In the
equatorial regions, horizontal microvillar layers increased from 3 to 20 per band,
while vertical bands went from around 20 to 10 and back to 20 again over the length
of the rhabdom. Dorsally placed, more upward looking rhabdoms showed horizontal microvilli that occupied half the cross-sectional area of the vertical bands. These
patterns achieve three things: (a) constant photon absorption and therefore relative
PS signal along the rhabdom length, (b) matched filtering to the polarisation content
of the external world between dorsal and equatorial eye and (c) a glare reduction or
polarising sunglasses-like preferential filtering of horizontally polarised light in
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equatorial regions (Fig. 7.9). This adjustment of microvilli to reduce those in the
horizontal direction is also found in the Gerris waterstriders, insects also inhabiting
a world full of bright horizontally polarised light (Schneider and Langer 1969;
Chapters 18.4 and 27.5 of Horváth and Varjú 2004, pp. 181–183 and 278–287).
This may also be a polarising sunglasses-like response to block possibly saturating
light reflected from water surfaces, or for crabs, from wet mud flats. Hemmi
et al. (2006) interpret the difference on microvilli in the upward looking ommatidia
as a mechanism to increase the contrast of predators against a polarised sky, along
the lines of polarisation contrast enhancement mechanism (c) above.
The stomatopods are again unusual and (as already noted), instead of keeping
their eyes locked to a single orientation, rotate them along their eyestalk axis by
more than 90 (Fig. 7.4). While some of this may be to allow the unique scanning
eye movements of stomatopods to progress orthogonal to the mid-band (Land
et al. 1990), it will also modulate the polarisation information coming into the
eye (Marshall et al. 1991a). With the mid-band horizontal, the stomatopod,
Odontodactylus scyllarus, has two R1–R7 orthogonal subset arrangements, one at
0 , 90 and one at 45 , placed in ventral and dorsal peripheral eye regions,
respectively (Fig. 7.4). The precise angle relative to the mid-band does vary
between species (Marshall et al. 1991a); however, the end result for all stomatopods
so far examined is that between the dorsal and ventral ommatidia, E-vector sensitivities exist at four angles separated by 45 . How the substantial eye rotations noted
may influence LPS from these and other eye regions remains a mystery.
The eyes of most stomatopod species are most often positioned with mid-bands
around 45 and show some mid-band angle dependence with eye position (Land
et al. 1990; Fig. 7.4). In trying to interpret this complexity, it is important to
remember that the eye does not look at a two-dimensional array as most eyes do
(Marshall and Land 1993). Both the polarising channels just described and the
12 colour channels sweep over objects temporally and the current hypothesis treats
the whole array as an object-analysing device with each point in space receiving
simultaneous parallel input from the 20 information channels that the eye provides
(Marshall et al. 1991b, 2007; Thoen et al. 2014). How or if adjacent channels or
elements of this matrix of information are compared is still under investigation, but
for polarisation at least, there are parallels with a Mueller matrix examination of
objects. All components of the matrix are provided (0 , +45 , 90 and 45 L and R
circular) and the Stokes vector calculations in each element are like those possible
from simple neural opponency. Although seemingly far-fetched, this element-byelement examination of objects seems to be the design “rationale” or evolutionary
driver for the stomatopod system (Thoen et al. 2014). In the same way as a
12-dimensional colour space is unlikely, the alternative of a full description of
polarisation space as may be represented by the Poincaré sphere (Goldstein 2003;
Hecht 2001), as suggested by Kleinlogel and White (2008), also seems out of the
question. The more pertinent remaining question for stomatopods is, what is the
information they glean with this remarkable system useful for?
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Neural Processing and Electrophysiology

As should be clear from the previous sections, having the structural potential for PS,
with unidirectional microvilli in a cell or cell subpopulation, does not guarantee PS
at the behavioural level. Physiological recordings and neural connectivity of potential PS channels beneath the retina are a required next step, although also of
themselves, still not a guarantee that the whole organism uses polarised light. In
malacostracan crustaceans there are three neuropils or information integration
levels beneath the retina: the lamina, the medulla externa and then the lobula
complex, part of which has been termed the medulla interna. Entomostracan
crustaceans possess only the first two of these (Strausfeld and Nässel 1981;
Strausfeld 2005).

7.5.1

Electrophysiology in Crustaceans

Intracellular and extracellular recordings of PS have been made in a few crustacean
species such as crabs, crayfish and stomatopods, at a number of levels including at
the photoreceptors, optic neuropils and optic nerve (Yamaguchi et al. 1976; Waterman 1981). Electroretinograms (ERG) of land crab (Cardisoma) demonstrated 90
different response modulation to flashes of rotating polarised light (Waterman and
Horch 1966). Shaw (1966) recorded the intracellular responses of a crab (Carcinus
maenas) to linearly polarised light at different E-vector angles. He found two cell
populations with preferred E-vector orientation orthogonal to each other and
corresponding to the microvillar directions within the rhabdom. This was confirmed
in C. maenas and the blue crab Callinectes sapidus by Mote (1974) who measured
PS-values of 3.2–9.0 with a mean of 4.5. Leggett (1976) recorded intracellular
photoreceptor and extracellular responses from the medulla externa of the swimming crab, Scylla serrata. The photoreceptors had a PS-value of 10, around the
theoretical average for a crustacean (Stowe 1983), and two classes of interneurons
were described: I—that responded to E-vector rotation but not rotation direction
and II—that responded to both E-vector rotation and its direction. Leggett (1976)
suggested that these PS interneurons might play a role in three ways: (a) contrast
enhancement of objects relative to a polarised background as described above,
(b) stabilisation of swimming direction through maintaining a constant PS output
relative to a polarised background or (c) navigation by using the changing underwater polarisation pattern as the sun alters angle. These behavioural speculations
have yet to be confirmed in this species.
The shore crab Leptograpsus variegatus has also been investigated with intracellular photoreceptor recording (Doujak 1984). PS in this species varies from 1.8
to 7.5 with an average around 5.0, considerably lower than S. serrata, but
corresponding to the dichroic ratio of these photoreceptors estimated structurally.
More recently, Berón de Astrada et al. (2009) described sustaining and dimming
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fibres in the medulla of the crab Chasmagnathus granulatus that respond best to
vertical and horizontal E-vectors, respectively. This system appears identical to the
crayfish.
Crayfish are the most thoroughly studied crustacean using electrophysiological
techniques. In an intracellular study of P. clarkii photoreceptors Muller (1973)
found two cell populations with orthogonal E-vector responses. He suggested
electrical coupling between cells with the same E-vector orientation, while Eguchi
et al. (1982) also found electrical coupling between cells in the eyes of the
porcellanid crab Petrolisthes, but between unidentified cells. This potential for PS
signal combination at the photoreceptor level requires further investigation. In other
early work, Waterman and Fernandez (1970) and Yamaguchi et al. (1984) recorded
both violet (440 nm) and yellow (594 nm) sensitive cells in Procambarus clarkii
using intracellular and extracellular optic nerve recordings (Waterman 1985;
Figs. 7.11 and 7.12). Both cell classes also show E-vector sensitivity maxima to
vertical and horizontal polarised light (PS ¼ 1.2–11.9 and averaging 3.1). These
presumably correspond to R8 and R1–R7 cells, the vertical 440 nm sensitivity
showing some discrepancy with what is known anatomically, as only horizontally
oriented R8 microvilli are described (Fig. 7.3; Waterman 1981).
Intracellular recordings and Lucifer Yellow dye labelling of photoreceptors in
P. clarkii have revealed where different retinular cells terminate in the lamina
(Sabra and Glantz 1985). Horizontally sensitive cells R1, R4 and R5 terminate in
the distal plexiform layer (epl1) and vertically sensitive cells R2, R3, R6 and R7
terminate in the proximal plexiform layer (epl2). Monopolar cells are the first
interneurons with which photoreceptors synapse in the lamina. Different classes
of these, M3 and M4, divide their dendrites between epl1 and epl2, respectively
(Strausfeld and Nässel 1981; Fig. 7.5). As a result, M3 carries only horizontal PS
information and M4 vertical PS, setting up the foundation for opponent processing,
and these cell classes seem ubiquitous to all malacostracans investigated.
Glantz (1996a) has extended the crayfish study considerably in recent years
using large-field stimuli to excite both receptors and a variety of interneurons in
P. clarkii and Pacifastacus leniusculus. More than three-quarters of monopolar
cells recorded from (presumably M3 and M4) possess PS in the same direction as
photoreceptors and exhibit properties consistent with the initiation of an opponency
mechanism (Glantz 1996a). Interneurons from the medulla externa, including
tangential, dimming and sustaining fibres, showed PS, including evidence of
opponent interaction within and between neurons (Fig. 7.12). Sustaining fibres,
for example, are maximally stimulated by vertical E-vectors, while dimming fibres
respond best to horizontal E-vectors and are inhibited by vertical ones (Glantz
1996b, 2001; Glantz and McIsaac 1998). Interestingly, there is considerable interaction between PS- and intensity-driven responses in the crayfish, both spatially and
time varying, leading to the suggestion that PS contributes to motion detection and
contrast enhancement in low-contrast environments (Glantz 2001, 2008; Glantz and
Schroeter 2006). An important result from these studies, relevant to possible
PS-driven behaviours, is that polarisation contrast on its own is enough to drive
motion detection (Glantz and Schroeter 2006). This supports the notion that large-
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Fig. 7.11 Intracellular electrophysiological recordings from stomatopod photoreceptors. (a)
Different depolarisation levels from a single cell as flashes of light are delivered through a rotating
polarising filter from 0–360 . (b) Normalised E-vector versus response amplitude for UV-sensitive
R8 cells from row 5 (left) and row 6 (right) showing orthogonal relationship as predicted from
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Fig. 7.12 PS recorded from interneuron recordings in crayfish. (a) Extracellular recordings from
optic nerve in Procambarus at two different wavelengths close to spectral sensitivities of R1–R7
and R8 cells to a rotating polarised filter as denoted by sinusoidal curve with maxima at 180 . It is
remarkable that both cell types show similar orthogonal response even though the R8 cell only
possesses horizontal microvilli (Fig. 7.3). (b) Response of crayfish lamina monopolar cell to
variable E-vector orientation indicated by lower trace and marked V: vertical and H: horizontal
[after Glantz (1996a)]. (c) Response of crayfish tangential cell recorded in medulla externa to
variable E-vector as in b. Note clear opponent response (after Glantz 2001)

field underwater polarisation may drive animal orientation, taxes and navigation,
whether or not the same cells also respond to intensity (Glantz 1996a, b).
A careful intracellular study of P. clarkii photoreceptor PS and E-vector angle in
different areas of the crayfish eye showed largely horizontal and vertical PS in
equatorial regions (Glantz 2007). As detailed in Fig. 7.2 and Alkaladi et al. (2013),

⁄
Fig. 7.11 (continued) anatomy. (c) Peak response versus relative light intensity for R8 cell in row
6 (left) and R8 cell in row 2 (right). Curves measured at maximum (triangles) and minimum
(squares) response angle. Polarisation sensitivity is calculated from the difference in intensity
curves at half-maximal response and indicated by double-headed arrow. PS ¼ 3.3 for R8 in row
6 and PS ¼ 1.15 or negligible as expected for the mixed microvillar direction for R8 in row 2 [after
Kleinlogel and Marshall (2009)]
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this is what might be expected from the direction of microvilli in many crustacean
eyes, including crayfish (Waterman 1981), and as already discussed probably
represents a matched filter to outside large-field E-vector sources. In the dorsal
eye area, however, maximum PS responses exhibit modes at 0 , 45 and 90 (Glantz
2007). While this may be a result of ommatidial packing as the hexagonal array
becomes compressed at the edges of the eye, this three-angle PS bears striking
resemblance to the dorsal rim areas (DRAs) of compound eyes in insects and their
use in navigation (Labhart et al. 2001). Such a three-channel polarisation analyser
may also overcome the null-point limits of a two-channel system (Bernard and
Wehner 1977); however, a solid behavioural connection from physiology to behaviour needs to be established for this eye region. This second population of receptors
may account for the early optic nerve spike recordings of Waterman and Horch
(1966) that showed sensitivity at 45 and 135 as well as 0 and 90 .
Responses to polarised light have also been recorded from stomatopod photoreceptors and interneurons. Recording from photoreceptors in the squilloid species,
Oratosquilla oratoria, Yamaguchi et al. (1976) noted two populations of cells with
orthogonal maximal PS corresponding to the horizontal and vertical axis of the eye
and correlating with the microvillar arrangement within (Schiff 1963; Marshall
et al. 1991a). Extracellular recordings from sustaining fibres in the optic nerve also
demonstrated modulation to E-vector angle at 90 intervals, supporting the idea that
the PS information is passed to the brain after the optic neuropils.
Stomatopod photoreceptors from many retinal regions in several gonodactyloid
species have been recorded with intracellular micro-electrodes (Marshall and
Oberwinkler 1999; Kleinlogel and Marshall 2006, 2009; Chiou et al. 2008).
Approximate PS-values generally follow predictions from microvillar directions
(Fig. 7.4) and show some intraspecific variation in CPS. The linear PS, CPS and
spectral sensitivities (SS) of two species, Gonodactylus chiragra and
Odontodactylus scyllarus, are compared in Table 7.1.
The range of PS for G. chiragra was divided into three averaged categories by
Kleinlogel and Marshall (2006): low (PS ¼ 2.3) in most of mid-band rows 1–4,
medium (PS ¼ 3.8) in the periphery and high (PS ¼ 6.1) for R1–R7 in rows 5 and
6, and for DR1–R7 in row 4. Notable from these data is the similarity of DR1–R7
spectral sensitivities in rows 5 and 6 and row 2, both in terms of their PS and
spectral sensitivities. This might be advantageous if polarisation information from
these areas is combined at a later integration stage; however, if this occurs in this
species is unknown. Although the PS of many of the R8 cells in G. chiragra was not
determined, the close relative Neogonodactylus oerstedii exhibited variable UV
sensitivity in these cells (Marshall and Oberwinkler 1999) and low PS-values close
to 1.0, as would be expected from their mixed orthogonal microvilli (Fig. 7.4).
Optical estimates of UV PS in N. oerstedii rows 5 and 6 gave values of 3.0, close to
those measured electrophysiologically (Cronin et al. 1994c).
A specific intracellular study of R8 cells in O. scyllarus (Kleinlogel and Marshall
2009) demonstrated a similar pattern of variable UV spectral sensitivities noted for
N. oerstedii (Marshall and Oberwinkler 1999) and PS-values as shown in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1 Linear polarisation sensitivities (PS) and circular polarisation sensitivities (CPS) along
with spectral sensitivities were relevant to PS in Odontodactylus scyllarus and Gonodactylus
chiragra (Kleinlogel and Marshall 2006; Chiou et al 2008)
Receptors
Peripheral

R8

Gonodactylus chiragra
PS ¼ unknown

Mid-Band Row 1

R8

PS ¼ 1–7 (average: 3.8)
SSB ¼ 450–550 nm
PS ¼ unknown

Mid-Band Row 2

DR1–R7
PR1–R7
R8

PS ¼ 1–3 (average: 2.3)
PS ¼ 1
PS ¼ unknown

DR1–R7
PR1–R7
R8
DR1–R7
PR1–R7
R8

PS ¼ 4–8 (average: 6.1)
SSN ¼ 565 nm
PS ¼ 2–4 (average: 2.8)
PS ¼ unknown
PS ¼ 2–4 (average: 2.8)
PS ¼ 1.5
PS ¼ unknown

DR1–R7
PR1–R7
R8

PS ¼ 1–4 (average: 2.2)
PS ¼ 2.5
PS ¼ unknown

R1–R7

Mid-Band Row 3

Mid-Band Row 4

Odontodactylus scyllarus
PS ¼ 1.2
SSN ¼ 311 nm
PS ¼ 1.6
SSN ¼ 381 nm

PS ¼ 1.4
SSN ¼ 330 nm

PS ¼ unknown

PS ¼ 1.0
SSN ¼ 311 nm

PS ¼ 2.75
SSN ¼ 335 nm
R1–R7
PS ¼ 4–12 (average: 6.1)
CPS ¼ 10.2
SSN ¼ 500 nm
SSN ¼ 565 nm
Distal and proximal tiers in rows 1–4 denoted DR1–R7 and PR1–R7, respectively. SSN: narrow
spectral sensitivity, SSB: broad spectral sensitivity
Mid-Band Rows 5 and 6

Peripheral and mid-band R8 cells possess low PS, around or slightly above 1.0,
while PS of R8 cells in rows 5 and 6 was on average 2.75. While clearly more
sensitive than other R8 cells, a PS of 2.75 is in the same “low PS ¼ 2.3” range as
some of the supposedly weakly PS mid-band R1–R7 cells from G. chiragra
(Table 7.1; Kleinlogel and Marshall 2006). Other crustaceans including crabs and
crayfish as detailed above also exhibit relatively low PS-values just over 3.0. The
dichroic ratio of orthogonal channels determines PS-values (Snyder 1973; Stowe
1983) and it is not clear how variability in this value between species is related to
polarisation task (Waterman 1981; Leggett 1976). It is more clear between functional areas in stomatopods and using the R8 data a fourth PS category of very low
PS, close to 1.0, may be defined. Also recall that, while individual cells in rows 1–4
might show some “low PS”, spectrally similar cells with orthogonal microvilli (R1,
R4 and R5 or R2, R3, R6 and R7) combine at the level of the lamina. This
presumably eliminates the relatively low PS, already set up by uneven microvillar
layering in these cells (Marshall et al. 1991a), in favour of spectral information
(Kleinlogel and Marshall 2005; Marshall et al. 2007).
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The optical mechanism for CPS in stomatopods relies on the second function of
the R8 cells in rows 5 and 6, 1/4 wave retardation of CPL on the way to being
absorbed by the R1–R7 cells below (Fig. 7.7). The conversion of CPL to LPL means
the light can be absorbed as normal by the dichroic receptors below. CPS has only
been found so far in Odontodactylus species and intracellular recordings from R1–R7
in rows 5 and 6 showed both CPS to left-handed (cells R1, R4 and R5) and righthanded (cells R2, R3, R6 and R7) stimuli in both rows. A high CPS of 10.2 was
measured and calculated, as with LPS, from the differential between maximal and
minimal response, this time to left- and right-handed light (Fig. 7.7). Importantly, the
lack of LPS in these cells was also shown (Chiou et al. 2008). Any linearly polarised
light passing through the R8 1/4 wave retarder is converted to CPL and therefore the
R1–R7 cell beneath cannot absorb left or right CPL generated in this manner. As a
result, rotating a linear polariser in front of these cells results in no or minimal
modulation relative to angle (Chiou et al. 2008; Roberts et al. 2009).
The difference in CPL sensitivity between the species G. chiragra and
O. scyllarus is striking. It relies on the precise anatomy and resulting retardation
characteristics of the R8 cells in rows 5 and 6, and recent recordings from other
species indicate that some, such as Haptosquilla trispinosa, are maximally sensitive
to elliptically polarised light of a specific retardation state between circular and
linear. The details of this and the ecological consequence or explanation for
individual species’ potential ellipticity preference is an area of current research. It
is worth speculating, however, that such differences may encode a “spectrum” of
communication we are just beginning to quantify.

7.5.2

Neuro-Architecture and Polarisation Information
Channelling

Recording PS in photoreceptors and interneurons is indicative that polarisation may
be behaviourally useful. However, tracing the combination of E-vector sensitivities to
the brain and motor output of the organism is necessary to complete the story. Despite
the efforts of Glantz and co-workers, who worked with crayfish, our knowledge of
polarisation information channels in crustaceans is less complete than in the insects
(Wehner and Labhart 2006; Chaps. 3 and 4). Most malacostracan crustaceans and
insects show general similarity in optic neuropil gross morphologies. Crabs, crayfish
and stomatopods, for example, possess lamina ganglionaris, medulla externa and two
further integration levels (the lobula and lobula plate, parts of which were previously
termed medulla interna and terminalis, Strausfeld and Nässel 1981; Strausfeld 2005).
One ommatidium projects to one lamina cartridge, and while there are chiasmata, or
reversals of order, between successive neuropils, retinotopicity is maintained through
each level (Strausfeld and Nässel 1981).
In lobsters (Hámori and Horridge 1966a, b), decapod shrimp (Pandalus borealis:
Nässel 1975, 1976), crayfish (Pacifastacus leniusculus: Nässel 1976, 1977; Nässel
and Waterman 1977), crabs (Stowe 1977; Sztarker et al. 2009) and stomatopods
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(Squilla mantis: Strausfeld and Nässel 1981, and gonodactyloid stomatopods of
several species: Kleinlogel and Marshall 2005) retina-lamina projections and lamina cartridge structures are remarkably similar (Strausfeld and Nässel 1981). In all
species, three information streams are found: One integrated luminance channel
receiving input from all R1–R7 cells and two E-vector-specific channels as mentioned above (Figs. 7.5 and 7.13). Also across species, the R1–R7 cells synapse with
usually five or six monopolar cells that extend dendrites into two distinct layers, epl1
and epl2. The retinular cell complement in each layer may differ between species.
For example, the crayfish P. leniusculus possesses four retinular cells, R2, R3, R6
and R7, terminating in epl1 and three, R1, R4 and R5, in epl2 (Nässel and Waterman
1977), while in other species such as stomatopods (Kleinlogel et al. 2003;
Kleinlogel and Marshall 2005) and shrimp (Nässel 1975) this is reversed so cells
R2, R3, R6 and R7 terminate in epl2 and R1, R4 and R5 in epl1. In the crabs
Hemigrapsus oregonensis and Chasmagnathus granulatus, photoreceptor terminations are also in two layers, but less precisely stratified (Sztarker et al. 2009).
In crayfish (Nässel 1976, 1977; Strausfeld and Nässel 1981), monopolar cells are
labelled M1–M6. M3 and M4 stratify dendrites in only epl1 and epl2, respectively
(Fig. 7.5), while M1 and M2 extend dendrites into both layers. M5 is found in a
fraction of the cartridges, but synapses between many of them, and M6 is a small
monopolar cell not found in all species. Most important for PS, in all species
retinular cells R1, R4 and R5 synapse in a different plexiform layer to those from
cells R2, R3, R6 and R7, segregating horizontal and vertical E-vector information
between M3 and M4 (Sabra and Glantz 1985). M2 cells possess dendrites in both
plexiform layers, receive input from all R1–R7 cells combining horizontal and
vertical E-vectors input and most likely form a polarisation-insensitive intensity
information channel. M1 cells of two categories also synapse in both layers, but in a
segregated way that makes it unclear if they carry E-vector-specific information.
From the lamina, monopolar cells send axons to the medulla externa, and
tangential fibres originating in the medulla externa also convey information from
several lamina cartridges to this second neuropil (Nässel 1975; Strausfeld and
Nässel 1981). Some of the tangential and other cells within the medulla externa
show polarisation opponency (Glantz 1996b, 2001; Glantz and McIsaac 1998),
presumably enabled by interaction between epl1 and epl2.
R8 cells in all species send long axons through the lamina to terminate, also
retinotopically, in the distal layer of the medulla externa, segregating UV/violet
from blue/green spectral information. R8 cells are mostly polarisation insensitive,
aside from crayfish and in stomatopod ommatidia in rows 5 and 6 (Fig. 7.11). In
P. Leniusculus the R8 cell has horizontally oriented microvilli (Fig. 7.2), while
stomatopod R8 microvilli are oriented parallel (row 5) or orthogonal (row 6) to the
mid-band and vary in space according to angle of eye rotation (Figs. 7.4 and 7.7).
As a result, UV/violet polarisation projects to the medulla, while blue/green
polarisation meets its first interneurons in the lamina in these species. It is interesting to note that several of the navigational/large-field PS tasks in many animals
rely on UV PS, and this early segregation of information may be behaviourally
significant in this respect.
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Fig. 7.13 Gross morphology of chloral hydrate stained stomatopod optic neuropils showing
partition of colour and polarisation. (a) The eye of a gonodactyloid stomatopod. Scale 1 mm.
(b) Semi-thin section of eye in same orientation as a. (c) Transverse section at lamina cartridge
level (dotted line in b showing segregation of lamina under each retinal subsection and differing
cartridge morphologies). Scale 70 μm. (e) Enlargement of area boxed in b showing separate
accessory lobes of ME and MI dedicated to MB. Scale 100 μm. (e, f) Section and drawing of
section of proximal portion of retina and neuropils, mapping of mid-band rows and separation of
polarisation information. The single accessory lobe in ME appears in two areas due to its curvature
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In crayfish and crabs there appear to be no synaptic connections as the long R8
fibre passes through the lamina plexiform layers to the distal medulla, and this
arrangement is also found in stomatopod R8s in mid-band rows 5 and 6 (Strausfeld
and Nässel 1981; Kleinlogel and Marshall 2005; Sztarker et al. 2009). Conversely,
stomatopod colour R8 cells in rows 1–4 show extensive en passant arborisations in
both lamina strata, and this may allow R1–R7/R8 cell interaction at this level,
setting up trichromatic or dichromatic UV interactions. The stomatopod peripheral
eye region R8 axons arborise to a small extent in the lamina, again implying
chromatic interaction with R1–R7 cells early on. As R8s in the peripheral rows
and in rows 1–4 are polarisation insensitive, and crayfish and stomatopod R8 cells
in rows 5 and 6 show PS, it appears specifically advantageous for UV/violet PS
information to bypass the lamina. Conversely, polarisation-insensitive R8 axons in
the shrimp, P. borealis, also show no arborisations on the way through the lamina
(Nässel 1975), and in other crustaceans the situation is not well described.
The stomatopod retina is divided into three subsections and each projects to its
own optic neuropil subsection (Fig. 7.13; Strausfeld and Nässel 1981; Kleinlogel
et al. 2003; Kleinlogel and Marshall 2005; Marshall et al. 2007). At the lightmicroscope level, the lamina cartridges of dorsal and ventral periphery, rows 5 and
6, and rows 1–4 do look different to each other and are well segregated in space
(Fig. 7.13). This spatial information separation also projects to mid-band lobes in
the medulla externa and lobula, also maintaining a rows 1–4/5 and 6 division
(Kleinlogel et al. 2003). While Squilla mantis may present some structural differences in the lamina, including an “insect-like” arrangement of three rather than two
stratifications (Strausfeld and Nässel 1981), the gonodactyloid species conform
more exactly to the basic malacostracan design. It is remarkable that, aside from
the gross morphological differences, gonodactyloid stomatopod neuropils, lamina
cartridge structure and monopolar cells are essentially identical to other
malacostracans (Figs. 7.5 and 7.13; Kleinlogel and Marshall 2005). It seems that,
whether it is linear polarisation, circular polarisation or colour processing that is
required, the pre-existing interneuronal wiring design works.
The optic neuropil structure in non-malacostracan crustaceans is partially known
in Branchiopods such as Daphnia and Artemia, among others, and is generally a
simplified version of that of malacostracans (reviewed in Strausfeld and Nässel
1981; Strausfeld 2005). Lamina stratifications are present, and analogues of M3 and
M4 monopolar cells that may carry separate E-vector information are also present.
Given the clear behavioural response of several of these smaller crustacean groups
to polarised light (Waterman 1981), there remains much worth learning regarding
PS neural circuitry in these “simplified” groups.

⁄
Fig. 7.13 (continued) in and out of section plane. Lines show representative R8 cell axonal
projections. Scale 100 μm. c: cornea, MB: mid-band retina, DH, VH: dorsal and ventral hemispheres or peripheral retina, LA: lamina, ME: medulla externa, MI: medulla interna ¼ part of
lobular complex, Ch1,Ch2: chiasmata between neuropils, Acc: Accessory lobes of ME or MI from
mid-band [modified from Kleinlogel et al. (2003), and Marshall et al. (2007)]
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Polarisation Behaviour

Although it remains true to say that few crustaceans have had their PS capability
examined behaviourally, by 1973 Waterman had collated information from
70 behavioural studies in crustaceans (Waterman 1981; Horváth and Varjú 2004).
These mostly examine behaviours under broad-field E-vector illumination from
above. Polarotaxis under a large field such as this involves the coordination of
E-vector information from many photoreceptors. More recent studies have studied
learning or innate behaviours to discrete polarised objects, bringing polarisation
sensitivity into a similar category to colour vision.

7.6.1

Taxes, Navigation, Optokinetic and Large-Field
Responses

Crustaceans, including several cladocerans (Verkhovskaya 1940; Baylor and Smith
1953; Waterman 1981; Novales-Flamarique and Browman 2000), mysid shrimp
(Bainbridge and Waterman 1957), copepods (Umminger 1968a; Manor et al. 2009),
larval crabs (Via and Forward 1975; Bardolph and Stavn 1978) and grass shrimp
(Goddard and Forward 1991) swim or locomote at a predictable angle, perpendicular or parallel to the E-vector, in a polarised light field. In nature, these may be
responses to the celestial E-vector pattern entering Snell’s window, or to the
intrinsic pattern of largely horizontal polarisation in water. Baylor and Smith
(1953) suggested that such swimming behaviour in Daphnia might allow them to
find food in brighter areas, possibly close to the surface. Cladoceran taxes are also
complicated by particular colour preferences (Smith and Baylor 1953; Storz and
Paul 1998), and the polarisation responses themselves are both wavelength and
species dependent. Daphnia pulex, for example, employs two photoreceptor types
with spectral sensitivities in the mid- (525 nm) and long- (608 nm) wavelength parts
of the spectrum, whereas D. magna polarotaxis is wavelength independent, relying
on a single middle-wavelength visual pigment (Novales-Flamarique and Browman
2000). Daphnia in fact possess four spectral sensitivities including UV (Smith and
Macagno 1990). It is interesting that some crustaceans conduct PS at the mid- and
long-wavelengths, rather than in the blue or UV, like other crustaceans and indeed
many other animals.
E-vector orientation in the freshwater copepod, Cyclops vernalis, is thought to
drive diurnal vertical migrations (Umminger 1968a). The simple single lens nauplius eye of this crustacean is capable of PS, and Umminger (1968b) found
orthogonal microvilli in the two dorsally directed ocelli of this copepod. Also
present is a reflective tapetum lucidum, which like that of the spider, Drassodes
cupreus, may increase the PS efficiency (Dacke et al. 1999). The marine copepod,
Pontella karachiensis, also possesses orthogonal microvilli within its dorsal ocelli
and showed polarotaxis within certain illumination thresholds (Manor et al. 2009).
These authors also suggest that PS in such planktonic species may allow detection
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of other planktonic neighbours through one of the contrast mechanisms discussed
above. Diurnal vertical migration is common in planktonic crustaceans and its
potential ecological functions to find food or avoid predators and possibly damaging UV illumination are the most frequently cited as an explanation (reviewed in
Horváth and Varjú 2004).
Novales-Flamarique and Browman (2000) tested Daphnia species in both
downwelling and sidewelling polarised light. Where both were present, D. pulex
showed a preference to swim towards sidewelling horizontally and away from
sidewelling vertically polarised light. D. magna preferred to orient perpendicularly
to an overhead polarised stimulus, even if there was sidewelling polarisation also
present. This behaviour is interpreted as a crepuscular displacement mechanism.
Previously, the natural attraction towards the horizontal E-vector of deeper water
was interpreted as an escape or “shore flight” (“uferflucht” in Siebeck 1968) from
potential predators along the shore (Schwind 1999; Fig. 7.6).
Predator avoidance is also suggested for the away-from shore movements of the
grass shrimp Palaemonetes vulgaris, although in this case the response is driven by
the overhead celestial E-vector pattern entering the water, as well as a number of
other cues (Goddard and Forward 1991; Ritz 1991). The shrimp modify the angle of
escape relative to moving celestial cues, so this behaviour is perhaps best
categorised as adjustable orientation rather than navigation. Similarly, on land,
beach-dwelling isopods and amphipods orient relative to the shore and may flee
towards the water, apparently using the celestial compass, among other cues, for
direction (Pardi 1957; Menzel 1975; Hartwick 1976; Ugolini et al. 2002).
Orientation using the celestial light field has been suggested in other littoral
crustaceans. The mangrove crab, Goniopsis cruentata, can orient to varying
E-vector in a manner corresponding to the change in celestial E-vector and suggestive of a time-compensated celestial compass (Schöne 1968). The ball-rolling
crab, Dotilla wichmanni, centres its feeding excursions on a home hole, in part
using the celestial E-vector for orientation, and thus avoids feeding over the same
area (Luschi et al. 1997). Fiddler crabs may also orient and find their home burrow
using the celestial sky pattern, potentially employing a dorsal rim area (DRA) at the
tip of the compound eye analogous to that of insects (Chaps. 3 and 4; Labhart 1980;
Alkaladi et al. 2013). Their ability to navigate in fact relies on multiple cues such as
landmarks and substrate slope, but direction finding is diminished if the celestial
pattern is removed. In this instance, navigation with complexity approaching that of
the insects is apparent (Chiussi and Diaz 2002; Zeil and Layne 2002; Zeil and
Hemmi 2006).
Further evidence that large-field E-vector patterns may be utilised for orientation
comes from polarisation optomotor or optokinetic (eye movement) experiments.
The ghost crab, Ocypode quadrata, will tilt eyestalks relative to a rotating E-vector
sheet (Schöne and Schöne 1961), and at the time this was interpreted as evidence
for PS without a mechanism or biological significance attached. A substantial
amount of work now suggests that crabs living in semi-terrestrial “flat-world”
environments specifically align their eyes to the local horizontal in order to match
resolution and distance (Zeil et al. 1986; Nalbach 1990; Zeil and Hemmi 2006).
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Reflections from wet mud or sand are partially linearly polarised and it may be also
important for crabs to align their E-vector sensitivities relative to the horizon, as
discussed for fiddler crabs above (Figs. 7.2 and 7.9; Alkaladi et al. 2013).
The potential to use the underwater E-vector light field for orientation and
swimming attitude, rather than directional movement, has been suggested a number
of times (Waterman 1985; Horváth and Varjú 2004). Glantz and Schroeter (2006)
used pitch, roll and yaw optomotor responses in the crayfish P. leniusculus to
clearly disambiguate polarisation from brightness as a cue for motion detection.
A response specifically to E-vector angle differences of around 15 was shown, and
this may be interpreted as attention to the pattern of polarised light in different
sections of the visual field. They went on to demonstrate a clear dorsal light reflex to
E-vector contrast in crayfish (Glantz and Schroeter 2007). While also suggestive of
the importance of the E-vector contrast information in the underwater light field for
orientation, this sort of reaction is distinct from optokinetic or optomotor behaviours that rely on global motion (Miller et al. 2002). Both reactions, however, are
driven by the polarisation-sensitive sustaining fibres discussed above (Glantz and
McIsaac 1998; Glantz and Schroeter 2006, 2007) and both may allow the animal to
orient relative to E-vector in the absence of other cues.
The dorsal light reaction and optomotor responses in crayfish position the eye
such that its photoreceptor array E-vector directions are arranged vertically and
horizontally. Unlike semi-terrestrial crabs, the largely underwater life of crayfish
implies no obvious ecological reason to maintain this eye to an external E-vector
frame of reference. However, as already discussed, with two rather than three
angles of E-vector analysis (Bernard and Wehner 1977), maintaining this angle
optimises the ability to detect or discriminate polarisation differences in angle or
degree (Glantz and Schroeter 2007).

7.6.2

Discrete Polarised Objects and Small-Field Responses

While large-field behaviours rely on the stimulation of a large number of ommatidia, a few crustaceans have also been shown capable of responding to small
polarised objects. This use for PS is akin to object detection or discrimination
using colour vision and therefore invokes a number of potentially different constraints on the viewing system. The swamp crayfish P. clarkii can detect and retreat
from a moving birefringent and otherwise transparent object that is presented as a
looming threat (Tuthill and Johnsen 2006). While this clearly demonstrates that PS
in this species functions to visualise an object that would be essentially invisible
without PS, the ecological significance of the reaction is not clear. Transparent
zooplankton may be made more visible with PS at very short range, although this
rapidly degrades with distance (Johnsen et al. 2011). As a predator, P. clarkii might
increase the contrast of potentially transparent prey against a polarising background
using correctly aligned PS detectors. The startle response seen is, however, best
interpreted as a reaction to an object that provides polarisation contrast to the
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Fig. 7.14 (a) Behavioural tests exploiting the startle response of fiddler crabs when presented a
looming stimulus on a modified LCD screen. (b) Experimental set-up from side and top, respectively. The expanding circle shown on screens can only be seen by animals with PS as the front
polarising filter of screens has been removed. Crabs run on a floating polystyrene ball while fixed
in one place from above. Behaviour is running in opposite direction as graphed in polar histogram
of responses in each binned direction. (c) E-vector acuity to fast (dotted line) and slow (solid line)
presentations of looming stimuli. E-vector difference between stimulus and background is plotted
on log scale and represented below with arrows within circle. Number of stimulus presentation
beside each point; E-vector discrimination of at least 3.2 is reached, the highest known for any
crustacean currently [after How et al. (2012)]

crayfish but is one that would not normally occur in nature. The results are
consistent with the idea proposed by Glantz (1996b) that crayfish use PS independent of intensity to enhance motion detection.
Fiddler crabs (Uca vomeris) also show a startle response to a rapidly looming
polarisation-only stimulus displayed on a modified LCD screen (Fig. 7.14; How
et al. 2012). The method exploits the fact that, once the front polaroid filter from a
LCD screen is removed, the only way to see the contrast generated on the screen by
the voltage-sensitive nematic crystals it contains is to use PS (Glantz and Schroeter
2006; Pignatelli et al. 2011). Operated normally, black and white are generated with
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crystals perpendicular and parallel to the front polarising filter, and in the modified
case, relative to the animal’s PS system. The contrast of the object on the screen can
be varied by changing the crystal angle relative to the background. E-vector
discrimination of the crabs to a looming polarised stimulus produced in this way
is remarkably fine, with flight reactions still present at a ~3 difference in E-vector
(Fig. 7.14; How et al. 2012). Fiddler crabs are very sensitive to movement, and
rapidly advancing objects, such as avian predators, are a major threat (Zeil and
Hemmi 2006). As birefringent transparent birds or other predators are not known,
the ecological significance of this reaction is also obscure; however, it does reveal
the capabilities of the system. The display claw and other areas of carapace of
fiddler crabs may reflect polarised information (Zeil and Hofmann 2001) and being
able to detect fine variations in these signals may be important for agonistic or
sexual display.
Stomatopods are the only crustaceans so far shown able to learn E-vector
orientation, and it can be argued that this elevates their PS to true polarisation
vision (PV, Marshall et al. 1999b; Fig. 7.8). This slightly semantic distinction aside,
their interest in polarisation is already clear from the morphology of the eye alone
(Fig. 7.4 and Marshall et al. 1991a). In operant conditioning feeding tests, both
linear and circular polarisation discrimination have been demonstrated in
O. scyllarus (Marshall et al. 1999b; Chiou et al. 2008). This paradigm exploits
the animal’s naturally violent prey capture and dismemberment mechanism (Caldwell and Dingle 1976) as they are asked to break into feeding containers with
different polarising filters stuck to the outside (Fig. 7.8).
Again, it is not clear if this is behaviourally relevant in itself, for as far as we
know, stomatopods do not specifically target prey that reflect polarised light. More
likely, the small polarising objects that stomatopods are interested in are reflections
from their own bodies as detailed above (Fig. 7.10) and expanded upon in Chap. 19.
Polarising appendages and regions on stomatopods are often used in display and
contest between and within species and are shown during both agonistic competition for dwellings and in mating (Chiou et al. 2011). This does not exclude the use
of PS for other tasks, and given the array of polarisation detectors in stomatopods,
several uses for PS seem likely. It is interesting, however, that at a cognitive level,
they seem able to transfer an object discrimination ability evolved for inter- and
intraspecific signalling to feeding.
The information content in polarisation signals, compared to colour communication, for example, is an area we are only beginning to understand. In feeding trials
stomatopods were tested for vertical versus horizontal and left- versus right-handed
CPL and the acuity of discrimination was not examined. Unpublished results in fact
indicate that they fail to discriminate below E-vector differences of 20 , a finding
supported by their also coarse discrimination of E-vector difference in startle tests
(Roberts et al. unpublished). Tests of both E-vector and degree of polarisation
acuity, analogous to wavelength discrimination (Neumeyer 1998), are needed in
stomatopods if we are to begin to understand their formidable PS ability. Future
work should also concentrate on looking for small-field polarisation stimuli that are
important in the lives of other crustaceans.
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